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online HCI course ran early 2013 to gain experience with ‘MOOCs’ and reusable materials
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reuse materials
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basics + integration
  preparatory videos on ‘basics’ followed by integrative lecture (chalk & talk!)

fully flipped
  videos followed by discoursive F2F

part & part
  all material on video, some also taught in class
  N.B. noticable attendance fall-off when told in advance!
analytics – who read/viewed what

typically about 1/3 watch everything, 1/3 some, 1/3 none at all!

used stats to ‘encourage’ students in class

N.B. did not look at individual student analytics

students did not seem phased by this level of analytics
analytics – how much
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Abstract. This paper explores the formal sq from their digital effects. By doing this we and the way this can be exploited to improve features. We use modified state transition net and links to parallel diagrams of the dig physical interaction exposed by previous work of the diagrams. As well as being an analytic product designers used and adapted them as:
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and next...

see what happens at exam time ;‐)